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1• Introduction 

The purpose of this brief paper is to call attention to some peace

time applications for atomic and thermonuclear weapons, which have grown 

out of our theoretical work on explosive phenomena during the past few 

years. 

One could hardilj' overstate the intense ctirrent general interest to 

exploit atomic energy for peace-time use, and it is possible that similar 

ideas may have been previously suggested to the government. But the 

possibility of using the atomic arsenal directly for peacetime uses is 

perhaps a novel idea, and the suggestions made here and shown in figure 1, 

are intended principally as such a generic idea* Aside from moral 

considerations, such uses for atomic bombs could prove to be the most 

tangible long-run benefit to mankind resulting from atomic tests. Further

more, it is useful to note that such suggestions are not merely specu

lations, but are based on extensive and detailed analyses of the various 

hydrodynamic problems involved, with no recourse or necessity for use 

of the classified literature. 

The applications discussed herein are based on two hydrodynamic 

effects, somewhat opposed in their effects, which we have called "waste 

heat" and "channeling". Both concepts have been used extensively by us 

in the design of reactor containment, as well as the phenomenology for 
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nuclear explosions in soil, water and ftir. Much of the original work 

was done under a Foundation sponsored project, D917, "Hydrodynamics 

Of Strong Shocks". Typical applications of these ideas have already 

been made in "Design Evaluation of BER (Boiling Experimental Reactor) 

In Regard to Internal E:qplosions", Subcontract No. 31-109-38-576 for 

Argonne National Labroatory, Lemont, Illinois, ARF No. DO90, "Study 

of Blast Effects in Soil", Contract DA-lj.li-099-Eng-3113 for U.S. Army 

eoips of Engineering, ERDL, Fort Belvior, Virginia, ARF No, DII9 and 

"Close-In-Time of Arrival For Underground Shot", Subcontract No. Ill 

for University of California Radiation Laboratory, Livermore, California, 

ARF No. DI33, The project reports contain material lAiich is suitable 

as a background to the present paper. More detailed development of 

these ideas will be included as part of the forthcoming Department D 

seminar series "Hydrodynamics of Strong Shocks" by the present author. 

By waste heat we mean the entropy change across the sbock front and 

that it is possible to alter the medium surrounding the explosion 

to produce a bonafide and controlled conversion of hydrodynanjid energy 

to heat. Waste heat becomes the basis for a controlled thermonuclear 

explosion for the production of power. By channeling we mean that it 

is possible to divert the energy down a long channel, almost at will, 

where it can be used either as a "controlled excavation" or as a 

pressure chamber. 

2. Controlled Thennonuclear Explosion (Furnace) 

To summarize the point, our calculation and experience indicates 

that it is entirely possible to confine a 1 megaton ©jqjlosion within 

1000 feet of readily available soil or poroujs rock. An overburden 

2000 feet thick would be sufficient to provide adequate margins of 

safety, and limit the external effects to a negligible swell at the 

ground surface. Such an explosion would produce a cavity several 

hundred feet in radius at the center, in which cavity the pressures are 

either negligible or at most the hydrostatic pressure at this depth. 

Such a power station seems economically feasible because a megaton 

represents about $10 million at rates of 1 ̂  per kilowatt hour. 
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6" pipe (water 
f i l l e d p r i o r t o 
Explos ion , Steam 
Pipe Af te r Explosion) 

Water F i l l e d 
Concentr ic Pipe 
Larger Than 6" 

Surface of S o i l 

Check Valves 

CYLINDRICAL CAVITY 

(After Explosion) 

A l t e r n a t e Cavity For Weak S o i l 

The bomb cav i t y could be s p h e r i c a l i f the ground could support 
the a rch ; waste hea t i s t o be u t i l i z e d a s in Sec t ion 2 ( furnace) 
below. I f the ground s t n i c i u r e were too weak to support the 
spherica] . a r ch , a l o n g i t u d i n a l c a v i t y could be en la rged a s i n 
Sec t i on 3 ( c o n t r o l l e d excavat ion) and subsequent ly used a s i n 
Sec t ion ij. (pressiu:e chamber). 

F i g . 1 

ll-ffimiONUCLEAR POWER STATION 
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Of prime i n t e r e s t i s the fac t t ha t nearly a l l the energy of the 

bomb wi l l be present in a r e l a t ive ly thin layer of soi l surrounding 

th i s cavi ty, l i ke 99^ of the energy xd-thin a she l l lOW^'^ fee t thick, 

(W in k i lo tons ) . This d i s t r ibu t ion of energy has a two-fold result* 

1) The energy i s stored where i t can be readi ly u t i l i z e d 

in heat engine and, 

2) The seismic energy i s reduced t o an ins igni f icant 

f rac t ion , l ike . 0 1 ^ of the bombs energy. 

The present numbers are suggested on the bas is of what seems readi ly 

available in natural so i l and rock. I f desired, the proper t ies of the 

explosion and the d i s t r ibu t ion of energy could be t a i lo red to nearly 

any reasonable desired speci f ica t ions . 

During the past few years, we have been and are current ly engaged 

in the study and design for containment of a considerable nturiber of 

reactors for agencies such as the Atomic Energy Commision, Argonne 

National Laboratory, National Adyisory Committee onMronautlcs, Convair, 

American Locomotive, Babcock and Wilcox, Detroi t Power, and Al l i s 

Chalmers. In t h i s work the waste heat concept has been employed to 

design a "blas t shield" to absorb the energy of the explosion close 

to the source, del iver ing negligible Ix^drwdynamic energy a t points of 

s t ruc tura l weakness. Categorically, these designs use a spec ia l ly-

designed b l a s t shield to absorb the energy from a ton of TNT within 

a shel l a few feet th ick . However, the proper t ies of ordinary sand 

or frangible porous rock are suff ic ient ly close enough to the propert ies 

of an ideal absorber tha t one can upe the famil iar Vr' b l a s t scaling 

law to extrapolate t h i s e3cperience to larger explosions. The "safety" 

distance so indicated i s r o u ^ l y : 

10 fee t per 1 ton 

100 feet per 1 ki loton 

1000 feet per 1 megaton 
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Moreover, the shorter the duration of the i n i t i a l energy re lease , the 

more e f f ic ien t the process becomes for absorption of energy, and the 

l ess e f f ic ient i t i s to produce seismic or long-range e f f e c t s . Hence 

the f e a s i b i l i t y of megaton explosion i s not a speculation, but a 

conservative application of experience and theory used for many smaller 

explosions. By a suitably designed shield of mater ia ls , one does not 

hes i ta te to aay that the energy from a megaton could be absorbed down 

to control lable presstires within a shield of so i l 100 meters th ick , 

perhaps 100 f ee t . 

As a generic idea, the avenue for the useful release of t h i s heat 

energy i s visualized as a p ipe - l ine , on a radia l l ine to the bomb, 

shown schematically in figure 1. These pipfes would be posit ioned pr ior 

to the explosion and f i l l e d with water. By virtuw of the incompressibil i ty 

of the water r e l a t ive to the s o i l , the pipe would not collapse during 

the shock. The explosion might in fac t , tend to j e t in the water and 

expand the pipe during the passage of the water shock. For t h i s reason, 

a concentric pipe of la rger diameter would surround the smaller pipe 

wherever pressures are high. Thus the sound veloci ty and pressures ar* 

matched at the wall of the inner pipe and the damage from side effects 

i s confined to the larger p ipe . Valves would be placed on both pipes to 

insure tha t the en t i re column of water would not f a l l into the cavity 

j u s t a f ter the explosion. 

Following the explosion, the water would be pumped out of the inner 

p ipe , the valves opened and the hole extended to the cavi ty . At t h i s 

time a small pipe, l i ke 1" diameter, would be lowered through the 6" 

pipe and water introduced into the bomb cavity at a control led r a t e . 

As t h i s water f a l l s into the bomb cavity i t i s converted to steam, where 

i t i s piped to the siirface by the 6" pipe and used to drive a heat 

engine. 

The radioactive contamination problem does not appear formidable. 

Using f i s s ion y ie ld alone, the same bulk of f i s s ion products resu l t 

frcmi a given energy re lease ; hence, the f i ss ion products problem i s 

no worse than from a present power reac to r . However, the use of a 
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fusion weapon increases the energy output, for a given fission contamin

ation, by the fusion to fission ratio. More(3ver, a large fraction of 

the radioactivity will be entrapped in molten rock near the cavity 

(the mean free path for gammas is of the order of a foot in soil). 

Whatever radiation is so entrapped, the absorption of fission radiation 

will actually contribute to the heat available for power. 

These applications would seem to be a principal justification for 

the development of a "clean" bomb. 

The problems of seismic energy, ground shock, and primary venting 

of the explosion are nearly trivial. For 2000 feet of burial, a 

1 megaton explosion will produce a maximum displacement like 1 foot 

at the free surface of the ground; it could be made less if desired. 

Moreover the surface displacement would be a unifoim ground swell, 

be nearly planar and as a gross displacement, little or no alteration 

of the ground surface would appear from the explosions. 

A more serious problem is whether or not the ground will support 

the arch in the cavity so produced. The choice of 2000 feet bxirial 

is made as a crude estimate to be safe, so that if the cavity collapsed, 

the subsequent slump into the cavity will involve enou^ "ground fill" 

to prevent the escape of the radiation. However, it appears likely 

that the e:!qplosion itself will so compact the material in the cavity, in 

nearly perfect spherical symmetry, that the explosion itself would 

build a stronger arch than it is possible to build in any other way 

increasing density toward the center. 

In view of the sporadic outbursts of cataclysmic predictiopis for 

the results of the recSnt Rainier shot, it is obvious that public 

opinion would not presently tolerate a megaton explosion at these 

depths within the continental limits of the United States. It is 

not fair to criticize the sceptical; there are very very few individuals 

in the ^nited States who understand the hydrodynamics well enough to 

know now what is possible and what is unsafe; there are very few who 

will ever have the time or training to find out. These reasons, and 
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normal sc ien t i f i c caution, would indicate the des i r ab i l i t y of a se r i e s 

of scaled explosions, mostly for educational purposes, by which a 

megaton explosion could be reached in a few steps in a few years . 

I t i s f e l t tha t a f te r a few explosions of scaled s izes , onp could 

readi ly demonstrate the f eas ib i l i t y of a megaton explosion for production 

of power. During these t e s t s considerable technical e f f o r t could be 

devoted to t e s t i ng the f e a s i b i l i t y of the p ipe- l ine-or similar ideas— 

idiich w i l l make i t s energy avai lable . 

3» Controlled Excavation (Line Charge) 

The generic idea here i s to control a nuclear •:q)losion by 

channelling to produce the equivalent of a long l ine chargp, and achieve 

a long narrow excavation. Prac t ica l applications would bp canals , 

tunnels, depressed road beds, long road cu t s , or to produce a longi tudinal 

pressure chamber as shown in Figtire 1 and discussed in Section 3 below. 

Channelling of energy i s possible because the ra te of work of the 
dW shock -TT a t a pressure P, i s controlled almost en t i r e ly by the specific 

1 dV 

volume V and the compressibil i ty Y" "^ ^^ **̂® medium in which i t 

moves. The ra te of work by a dhock per un i t area and time i s the product 

Pu of the pressure and the material v e loc i ty "u" . In turn, t h i s i s 

^ - Ptt - F >/(P-P.) (V^V) 

Ihe preference of the shock to deliver energy in a path like air, as 

opposed to path in rock, is readily a ratio of 1000tl at most pressure 

levels. Under designed conditions therefore, nearly all the energy 

of an atomic device could be made to follow a very narrow air channel 

(like a mine tunnel). Under these conditions it would produce pressures 

and durations of pressures which are probably even superior to the 

explosion of an equivalent energy.of TNT. Bie initial excavation would of 

course be the axis of the final excavation. 
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As a numerical example, one kiloton will produce a pressure of 

roughly 3000 atmospheres in channel 6' x 6' x 1 mile. The pressures 

adjacent to TNT, tamped in rock, are of the order of 100 kilobars. 

This being the case, the pressures from an atomic bomb could be made 

to lift the overburden (like black powder) instead of producing the 

shattering brisance of TNT. 

For a considerable number of 3^ars,-«until experience and confidence 

were built up— one would clearly not use such a technique near populated 

areas. However there are many'remote places in the world where some 

project ml^t be possible by this technique which are not possible other

wise: a canal to inundate much of the Sahara desert with ocean water, 

a canal through Nicaragua, a canal from the Gulf of Mexico to the Gulf, 

of California. In a generation or so, St. Lawrence Seaway could make the 

present Wellen Canal look like a sluice-box. We could build a canal 

to bring the Columbia River to Arizona, Nevada and New Mexico tunnelling 

through mountains if necessary. It is possible for man to change the 

face of the earth and its climate with these bombs—if we are willing 

to use them for peacetime purposes. 

kt Controlled Explosion (Pressure Chamber) 

The generic idea here is to use one explosion to produce a spherical 

or longitudinal cavity strong enough to confine a second explosion. The' 

energy of the subsequent bombs is directly available as hydrodynamic 

pressure, the ground employed as a pressrxre vessel. 

The initial explosion will lose most of its energy by waste heat. 

Once this soil is compacted however, it ceases to be efficient as an 

fbsorber. The cavity itself is then equivalent to a pressure chamber, 

perhaps even coated with a shell of solidiified magma. At any rate, the 

cavity might support at least the hydrostatic pressure of the rock at 

the depth of the cavity, hydrostatic pressures being like ^000 psi at 

one mile. The process is analagous to producing a bubble cavity in a 

liquid, then using the contraction of the bubble to do worjc. A 

channelled chamber might prove superior to a spherical chamber because 

the arch required is much smaller. 
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Many variations and extensions of this scheme appear possible. One 

such suggestion, originally made by K. W. Miller of IRF, was to store 

the energy of the bomb by lifting a column of water, perhaps using 

turbines for both directions of flow. Although this could not be 

accomplished directly in water—the shock energy would pass through the 

water—it seems possible to employ such a scheme in conjunction with the 

pressure chamber. A U-shaped column of water, entrant to thje cavity 

below the bomb, might store energy in much the same fashion as the 

air bell in a fire engine pump. 

One can conceive that the cavity will be ma^e stronger with each 

succeeding explosion. A megaton explosion might ̂be used t© produce a 

longitudinal cavity, for the initial production of power as outlined 

in Section 2, Thereafter, one would be restricted by seismic consider

ations to nuclear devices in the kiloton range. These could be lowered 

and detonated in the cavity at regular intervals t© replenisji the 

pressures as desired, similar to firing a boiler with coal. A ©ne 

hundred megawatt power station is equivalent to two kilotons per day. 

The radioactive debris is no worse than from a reactor at this level,— 

the debris is already buried. 

As clean weapons become a reality, there will be no problems frtta. 

i:adioactivity. At such time, such applications as described in this 

paper will become readily feasible, easy and productive. Meanwhile, the 

type of bomb is irrelevant to the shock hydrodynamics. 

Respectfully submitted. 

^./? / ^ 
FBP/mod F, B. Porzel 

Senior-Scientific Advisor 
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